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'You don't have to do this...survival is not compulsory!"
Dr. Edward Deming's response to the importance of ISO 9000. (12, p.8)
ii
Abstract
The International Standards Organization's "ISO 9000" series is among the
hottest of topics in the American business world. The ISO quality system standard
has been adopted by the European Community (EC). In fact the EC has approved
the mandatory registration for many industries and because of this many think of it as
a European standard. In reality ISO is an international quality standard with 96
counties including the United States being involved with its writing.
This Thesis is a overview of the ISO series. It includes a historic definition of
the series and the thorough development of the issues surrounding an ISO
implementation program. I have explored many of the concerns firms interested in an
ISO certification program should understand while adding personal insights I have
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION
In 1987, the International Organization for Standardization, with 91 member
countries, created a series of certifiable quality standards in order to give businesses
world wide a uniform set of quality related standards and procedures. Its standards
are actually broken into five separate but over-lapping documents: ISO 9000, ISO
9001, ISO 9002, ISO 9003, and ISO 9004, with certification available at three levels.
Each covers a slightly different portion and depth of a manufacturing or service firm's
quality policies and procedures. The International Organization for Standardization's
intent is to simplify international business transactions and contract negotiations by
implementing formal certification of a firm's quality system to an international standard
as evidence of that company's capabilities. When dealing with a certified supplier, a
purchaser can be more certain that the supplier's current quality will be maintained
(repeatable), and that quality objectives stated in their contracts will have equal
meanings to both parties involved. In fact, the acronym ISO (International Standards
Organization), like isobar, isometric, and isopod, was taken from the Greek word ISOS,
meaning equal or uniform.
ISOtTC 176--The ISO 9000-9004 standard was the primary assignment of the
International Organization for Standardization's Technical Committee 176 (ISO/TC
176). The ISO/TC 176 was formed in 1979 to synchronize and promote international
activities in the area of quality management and quality assurance. In 1986, this
committee published the ISO 8402 standard, a quality vocabulary with definitions
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which set the stage for the 9000 series. During the time that this early standard was
written and published, the subcommittee that wrote the 9000 series was established
(2). Many of the definitions found in the 9000 series can be found in ISO 8402. After
many man hours of work and negotiation, the ISO 9000 - 9004 series was published in
1987, and many countries adopted their own version of the standards (see table 1).
In August of 1991 ISO guidelines for service organizations, ISO 9004-2, was added
and in effect completed the series.
ISO gains importance--As the ISO series gained acceptability as a viable and
standardized system in the U.S., the relevance of certification for all exporting firms
and many national firms magnified. After the ISO series was first drafted, most U.S.
companies thought little of it. Many of these same firms already had some kind of
quality system in place and felt its existing system would be enough. By the late
1980's, U.S. companies were doing little in the way of ISO certification; at the same
time, the European Community (EC.) embraced the ISO standard and began a push
for all companies to register. The member countries adopted the 9000 series as an
EC. standard and began talking of mandating ISO certification for companies within
specific industries in the EC. This mandate was the starting gun for ISO certification




ISO document comparisons by country or standards body.
Country or Guide lines lor Quality system for Quality system lor Quality system lor final Quality system
standard. Body selection and use design, production, production and Inspection and testing guidelines
Installation, and service Installation
Australia AS 3900 AS 3901 AS 3902 AS 3903 AS 3904
Austria OE NOAM·PREN DE NDRM·PREN DE NORM·PREN OE NORM·PREN DE NORM·PREN
29000 29001 29002 29003 29004
Belgium NBNX~1 NBN X 50-003 NBN X 50-004 NBN X 50-005 NBN X 50-002·2
Canada CSAQ420.87
China GBIT 10300.HI8 GBIT 10300.2-88 GBIT 10300.3-88 GBIT 10300.4·88 GBIT 10300.5-88
Denmar1< DS/EN 29000 DS/EN 29001 DS/EN 29002 DS/EN 29003 DS/EN 29004
Finland SFS-IS09000 SFS·IS09001 SFS-IS09002 SFS-ISCleOO3 SFS-IS09004
France NFX5()..121 NFX5()..131 NF X 5()..132 NF X 5()..133 NFX5()..I22
Hungary MI189lKH18 MII8991-88 MII8992-88 MII8993-88 MII8994·88
India IS:10201 PART2 IS:10201 PART4 IS:10201 PART5 IS:10201 PART6 IS:10201 PART3
Ireland IS 300 PART0 IS 300 PART 1 IS 300 PART2 IS 300 PART3 IS 300 PART0
Kaly UNI/EN 2900CJ..1987 UNI/EN 29001·1987 UNI/EN 29002·1987 UNI/EN 29003-1987 UNI/EN 29004-1987
Malaysia MS 985/ ISO 9001:87 MS 985/ ISO 9002:87 MS 985/ ISO 9003:87 MS 985/ ISO 9004:87
Netherlands NEN·ISO 9000 NEN·ISO9001 NEN·ISO9002 NEN·ISO 9003 NEN·ISO 9004
N_Zealand NZS 5600: PART 1 NZS560HI7 NZS 5602-87 NZS 5603-87 NZS 5600: PART2·
1987
Norway NS-EN 29000 NS-EN 29001 NS-IS09OO2 NS-IS09003
South Africa SABA 0157: PART0 SABA 0157: PART 1 SABA 0157: PART2 SABA 0157: PART3 SABA 0157: PART4
SpaIn UNE66900 UNE 66 901 UNE66902 UNE66903 UNE 66 904
SWeden SS-IS09000 SS-ISO9001 SS-IS09OO2 SS.JS09003 SS-ISO 9004
SwItzerland SN·IS09000 SN·IS09OO1 SN·IS09OO2 SN-ISO 9003 SN·IS09OO4
Tunisia NT 110.18 NT 110.19 NT 110.20 NT 110.21 NT 110.22
U. Kingdom BS 5750: PART0 BS 5750: PART 1 BS 5750: PART2 BS 5750: PART3 BS 5750: PART4
SECTION 0.1
USSR 40.9001-87 40.9002-87
Germany DIN ISO 9000 DIN ISO 9001 DIN ISO 9002 DIN ISO 9003 DIN ISO 9004
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Although little was done by U.S. companies during these early years, the U.S.
was not totally idle in regards to the ISO standard. In 1987, the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and American Society For Ouality Control (ASOC) jOintly
published the ANSI/ASOC 090-1987 series. These five documents were intended for
use in the U.S. and mirrored the ISO 9000 series. By 1989, ANSI/ASOC recognized
the need and laid the ground work for an American registrar accreditation body; and
formed the Registrar Accreditation Board (RAB). It is through this governing body that
the first U.S. registrars and auditors were accredited to conduct audits of firms to
assure compliance to 091-093 requirements. Before this, a U.S. company had to
employ one of several foreign, certified registrars like the British Standards Institute
(BSi) or relied on U.S. registrars with reciprocal agreements like Underwriters
Laboratories in conjunction with BSi. (see chart 1).
Although the RAB has now existed for almost three years, it continues to seek
consensus approval from the E.C. Though most RAB registrars have reciprocal
agreements with one of the European accrediting bodies, the RAB still doesn't have an
agreement with the E.C. as a whole. Early in 1993 the U.S. RAB and ANSI finally
signed memorandums of understanding (MOU's) with the United Kingdom's National
Accreditation Council for Certification Bodies (NACCB) and the Joint Accreditation
System of Australia and New Zealand. In late spring 1993 a similar MOU was signed
with the Dutch Raad voor de Certificate (13). These MOU's specify the following
intentions:
H. Achieve equivalency including operation and criteria for accreditation .
• Confirm equivalency of assessment processes .
• Conduct concurrent and joint audits.
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• Use each other's accreditation reports.
• Ultimately recognize each other's accreditation of registrars through execution of a mutual recognition
agreement." (13, p.4)
These agreements are the first step in RAB acceptance world wide. Increasingly, U.S.
registrants seek U.S. RAB accreditation in expectation that the RAB will eventually
work out its differences with other countries and the EC. as a whole.
The combination of uncertainty about u.s. certification bodies and the
questionable unification of the EC. made many U.S. firms take a "wait and see"
attitude about ISO certification. In the early 90's, U.S. companies began to realize that
the EC., in some form, was going to unify. The complete unification, planned for
January 1, 1993 is still in question, but most of the countries involved continue to
move forward. For U.S. firms competing in the European market ISO certification took
on strategic importance, sparking a sudden increase in interest and in ISO certification
projects. This increasing interest in ISO is demonstrated by recent publications. The
business periodicals index lists 44 articles published in 1992, only 6 in 1991 and just
one in 1990. By July 1991, ANSI and ASOC said that copies of ISO 9000 were quickly
becoming a best seller. The International Organization for Standardization reported
that the 9000 series is rapidly becoming its all time best seller (15). But even with
recent momentum, as of November 1992, five times as many companies are certified
in Europe and the Pacific Rim as compared to the less than 400 companies certified in
the U.S. (16). The initial wait and see attitude in the states has obviously put the U.S.
far behind European and Asian manufacturers in ISO certification.
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The European Community-- The European Community was created to increase
the economic power of the member countries through government cooperation,
elimination of internal trade restrictions, and greater mobility between countries.
Started in 1958, it now is comprised of 12 member countries - Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain,
and the United Kingdom - representing a market of over 320,000,000 consumers (13).
One of the directives of the E.C. was to improve trade between member nations
through standardization of both products and practices. The E.C., seeing an
opportunity, used its input to the ISO/TC 176 Committee to heavily influence the
drafting of ISO 9000 in hope of adopting it as an E.C. standard. Since its publication
almost every E.C. member has adopted a version of ISO 9000 (see table 1). It was
this early emphasis throughout Europe that lead over 20,000 facilities in the E.C. to be
certified to an ISO equivalent by the end of 1992 (11).
The E.C. chose to standardize particular product's characteristics, attributes,
and qualities through regulations. For many regulated products in the E.C., ISO
certification of a manufacturer's production facility is mandatory unless the product is
specific certified. Some of these specific products as of September 1991 include: gas
appliances, construction products, commercial scales, telecommunications terminal
equipment, and medical devices. Planned additions include: pressure equipment,
recreational craft, cable ways, and lifting equipment (17). Because of these
regulations and the current limited acceptance of the RAB in Europe, many U.S.
executives have come to feel that ISO certification is a trade barrier. For example,
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President George Freeborn of Textek Plastics states: "One of the problems from the
U.S. standpoint is these are European standards and, in general, access to European
regional standardization bodies on behalf of U.S. interests has been limited ...or non-
existent." (9, p.72). In fact, specific product certification is possible without any
commitment by a company ISO 9000 certification, effectively opening the European
market for any firm (17). Also, several of the large European accreditation bodies
have reciprocal agreements with auditors in the U.S. and through them will register
interested corporations.
Yet, the effect of the EC.'s efforts in promoting the ISO series as a basic
measure of an acceptable quality system, has been that many multinational
corporations, have committed to certification to ISO 9000 standards for all of their
plants. And they, in turn, have started asking their suppliers to register. With the
EC.'s directives for certification and the push from the largest corporations, many
industries are finding certification may be directly related to future survival (12). An
example is that the EC. is planning to require certification for all suppliers of
telecommunication terminal equipment. Similarly, Be"cere's (the unifying body for U.S.
telecommunication companies) technical advisory TA-NWT -001252 consolidates four of
its current standards into one, which asks for ISO 9000 compliance for all Bellcore
certified suppliers. Although there is currently no time table for enacting these new
requirements, ISO certification has become strategically important throughout the
telecommunication industry.
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ISO 9000 Series and ANSI/ASOC 090-1987 Series--The ISO 9000 series has
been translated and rewritten by The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and
The American Society for Ouality Control (ASOC) for use in the United States as
ANSIj ASOC 090-1987 (090) (this is true for all five documents ISO 9000-9004 and
090-094). 090 is a selection guide offering insight as to what level of certification a
firm should choose. The second document, 091, covers quality assurance in product
design/development, production, installation, and servicing, employing 20 elements for
design of a quality system. Intended for manufacturing firms, 091 certification
represents an extension of the usual shop floor quality system into product design and
development. This standard is intended for use when the contract between two firms
requires "the demonstration of a supplier's capability to design and supply product" (1,
p.1).
The main intent of 091 is the reduction and elimination of non-conformities at all
stages of a product's life from design to servicing (1). This is the broadest of the
three certifiable standards (091, 092, & 093) covering all areas relating to the quality
of the product, including but not limited to, management responsibilities, quality
system principles, economics (quality costs), process control, inspection and testing,
nonconformity, corrective action, quality documentation and records, and more.
091 is the highest level quality standard in the series. Each of the other
standards involve fewer areas within the manufacturing plant and in less detail. The
next level, 092, covers quality assurance in production and installation or post-design
processes only. While the last, 093, covers quality assurance of final testing and
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inspection only. The last section, Q94, consists of guidelines for all the elements of
the Q91 to Q93 standards and is intended to offer more specific direction and
information in satisfying the individual elements of Q93 to Q91.
Q91 - The 20 Elements for design of a quality system
Key Definitions--Crucial to the interpretation of these elements are a few key
words. Probably the most important is "shall". In sections containing "shall," the
standard mandates the company to address the issue but leaves the methodology to
each individual company (see element 4.1). Other less restrictive phrases include:
"Where practical" ..., ..."or equivalent" ..., ..."where appropriate" ..., ..."or other suitable
means" ... (7, p.23). All these statements leave considerable leeway for the company
to adapt the standard to fit both the company's and the industry's current practices.
The series also refer to supplier, purchaser, and sub-contractors often. ISO
defines supplier as the certified firm, purchaser as that firm's customers, and sub-
contractors as that firm's suppliers. With these definitions as a base line, we discuss




Cross reference of ANSI/ ASQC Q90 series by section.
Element Q91 Q92 Q93
Management Responsibility 4.1 4.1a 4.1b
Quality System Principles 4.2 4.2 4.2a
Contract Review 4.3 4.3 -
Design Control 4.4 - -
Document Control 4.5 4.4 4.3a
Purchasing 4.6 4.5 -
Purchaser Supplied Product 4.7 4.6 -
Product Identification and Traceability 4.8 4.7 4.4a
Control of Production 4.9 4.8 -
Inspection and Testing 4.10 4.9 4.5a
Inspection, Measurement, and Test Equipment 4.11 4.10 4.6a
Inspection and Test Status 4.12 4.11 4.7a
Control of Nonconforming Product 4.13 4.12 4.8a
Corrective Action 4.14 4.13 -
Handling, Storage, Packaging, and Delivery 4.15 4.14 4.9a
Quality Records 4.16 4.14 4.10a
Internal Audits 4.17 4.16a -
Training 4.18 4.17a 4.11b
After-sales Servicing 4.19 - -
Statistical Techniques 4.20 4.18 4.12a
Key
a Less stringent than 091
b Less stringent than 092
- Element not present (7, p.22)
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4.1 Management Responsibility--This section has five sub-sections: quality
policy, responsibility and authority, verification of resources and personnel,
management representative, and management review. Compliance with this section
first requires that "management shall define and document its policy and objectives for,
and commitment to, quality." This policy must become known and understood
throughout the organization. Secondly, the responsibility, authority, and relationship of
both a single ISO coordinator and the employees whose jobs affect quality shall be
defined and documented. Next, management shall ensure that the facility has an
adequate number of trained personnel to follow through on the verification section
(4.18) of the standard. Lastly, they shall document procedures for periodic
management review, "at appropriate intervals" of the quality system. This review
should evaluate performance, compliance and suitability of the quality system.
Records of the review must be maintained.
4.2 Quality System--"The supplier shall" have a documented quality system that
ensures its product meets specified requirements. This will include each product's
quality plan, quality record-keeping objectives, an organizational chart, directives for
work instructions, a quality manual, and a record of related employee responsibilities.
4.3 Contract Review--"The supplier shall" establish procedures to insure the
contract defines and documents all needed requirements. These procedures include
a system to resolve differences and to insure the product and/or material
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requirements are clearly stated and understood by all parties involved with a contract.
These procedures cover contracts with customers, while the purchasing section - 4.6 -
covers supplier contracts. Because ISO certification eases these contract
negotiations, many certified firms now seek certified suppliers; often encouraging
current suppliers to become certified or loose its business. For many firms, this is the
heart of why ISO certification is strategically important today. This element is only
required for 091 and 092.
4.4 Design Control--"The supplier shall establish and maintain" a system to
control and verify that designs meet requirements. This element is required for 091
certification only. It requires a manufacturer to address seven sub-categories: design
planning, activity assignments, organizational and technical interfaces, input
requirements, output requirements, design verification, and design change control.
The element centers around documentation of all design-related activities and includes
many "shall" and "verify" clauses.
4.5 Document Control--"The supplier shall establish and maintain" procedures
to control all documents related to the requirements of the standard. Both access and
modifications to any portion of the quality system documentation shall be documented
and controlled. Here there can be some room for interpretation over which
documents to control. The firm's quality manual along with all work instructions,
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drawings, test procedures, and all customer complaints, inquiries, and requests must
be controlled in some way.
This section often causes considerable problems for firms seeking certification.
Informal systems involving phone calls, short notes and memos, old marked-up blue
prints, and hallway meetings often must be formalized. In particular, shop prints and
documents must be put in order before an audit otherwise objections are sure to
arise.
4.6 Purchasing--This section is essentially the flip-side of contract review and is
not required for 093. Three sub-sections include: assessment of sub-contractors,
purchasing data, and verification of purchased product which require a firm to identify
product characteristics, and verify both its supplier's abilities and its continuous
conformance with the stated characteristics. Even though a firm's suppliers may use
ISO certification as acceptable proof of capability, this section closes any loopholes by
stating "such certification is not evidence of (a supplier's) control of quality."
4.7 Purchaser Supplied Product--"The supplier shall establish and maintain" a
system to care for purchaser supplied parts or materials. This element addresses
verification, storage and preservation of purchaser's consigned materials. This
element is not required for 093.
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4.8 Product Identification and Traceability-- This element is required only "where
appropriate", for example, it is unnecessary for most service companies and some
process industries like coal mining. At the other end of the spectrum, in the chemical,
the pharmaceutical, the cosmetic, and the medical device industries, both identification
and traceability have become huge issues. In these industries control of this element
becomes more important and complex than in main-stream manufacturing. More
typically, this element is satisfied by prints, shop orders, testing specifications, and
such. A key in this element is "during all stages of production, delivery, and
installation;" the emphasis is to insure the product characteristics remain unchanged,
from the contract specifications, through design, and throughout production. Creation
or use of production travelers and serial numbers "where appropriate" satisfies the
bulk of this element.
4.9 Control of Production--"The supplier shall identify and plan
production ...under controlled conditions." This element requires work instructions,
suitable equipment and facilities, production monitoring and control, and product
standards "where absence would adversely effect quality." The more training
production personnel have the easier this element is to satisfy. Well trained
employees know how to assemble a product correctly. By documenting training of a
particular job, the number of work instructions will be reduced. This can be controlled
on-the-job training, with the emphasis on control, until the employee gains the needed
skills to insure a repeatable process. This element applies to 091 and Q92 only.
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4.10 Inspection and Testing--This section is one of the most important and
specific sections of the standard. It covers incoming material inspection, rush released
material traceability, in-process inspection and testing, final tests and inspections, and
lastly inspection and test records. These tests and inspections must meet the criteria
of and be in accordance with the quality plan in section 4.2. There is a strong
emphasis in this section on ensuring that non-conforming or untested products do not
go into or out from production. This element is mandatory for all certification levels of
ISO.
4.11 Inspection. Measurement. and Test Eguipment--This section is the longest
and most specific of all sections. It compliments section 4.10, that is, without
verification of a firm's test equipment's calibration and suitability for use on a specific
product or process, a firm cannot authenticate the actual status of products or
materials. Essentially, this section covers how a firm decides what to measure and
with what instruments. And further, what instruments require calibration, frequency of
calibration, and ability of calibration procedures to meet required (industry,
government, etc.) standards. Finally, it covers documentation of equipment
calibration, suitability, maintenance, and care of test equipment in a facility. This
section like 4.10 is mandatory for all levels of ISO certification.
4.12 Inspection and Test Status--This section also relates to 4.10. It essentially
says: make inspection, test status, and non-conforming product visible to employees!
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This section can be satisfied with a system of tags, stamps, check lists, or similar
methods that allow any employee, auditor, or customer to know what has been
inspected per the quality plan and whether it passed. Lastly, this section stipulates
records be kept of who can release inspected products to finished goods or the next
production phase. Like 4.10 and 4.11 this section is mandatory for all certification
levels.
4.13 Control of Nonconforming Product--This section mandates the creation or
use of a system to insure that non-conforming products or materials identified during
inspection and testing are removed from production (when possible), and reworked or
scrapped by qualified personnel. The responsibility and authority of these personnel
along with procedures for reviewing and retesting non-conforming items must be
documented.
4.14 Corrective Action-- This section gives many companies trouble. It
mandates that a firm establish and document a procedure to investigate root causes
of non-conformance and institute correct procedures to eliminate problem areas. It
suggests the use of process analysis, records, and customer feedback to "eliminate
potential causes of non-conforming products." This requirement is softened somewhat
by allowing solutions equal to related risks involved with a defect. Lastly, it requires
control of a corrective action to insure that the solution is effective in resolving a
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product's non-conformance to specifications. This section like the others relating to
inspection and testing is required for all certification levels.
4.15 Handling. Storage. Packaging. and Delivery--Here the standard speaks for
itself: "The supplier shall establish, document, and maintain procedures for handling,
storage, packaging, and delivery of product." This covers both materials and finished
goods, insuring that previously inspected items don't become non-conforming items.
Although this section does require some planning and documentation, it involves
mainly common sense procedures and is fairly easily satisfied. This section is needed
for Q91 and Q92 certification only.
4.16 Quality Records--Although this section is short in length, it is among the
most important and is required for all certification levels. It mandates creation and
documentation of procedures for identifying, storing, and maintaining all documents
and records created in a quality system that relate to product quality, i.e., "Quality
records shall be maintained to demonstrate achievement of the required quality and
the effective operation of the quality system". It also addresses traceability to a
product, legibility, retrievability, and storage so that records are available if (when)
needed. It includes sub-contractor's quality records and plans for how long each
record must be kept, and also states that records shall be made available to




QUALITY RECORDS & DOCUMENT CONTROL
Elements under Document Control, relating to Quality Records
l l Document Control 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 l l
4.16 Quality Records ...• 4.1.3 Management Review
...•
...• 4.2 Quality System
...•




4.6.2 Assessment of Sub-contractors...•
...•
...• 4.7 Purchaser Supplied Product
...•
...• 4.10.1.2 Receiving Inspection & Testing
...•
...• 4.10.4 Inspection & Test Records
...•
...• 4.11 Inspection, Measuring, & Test Equipment
...•
...• 4.12 Inspection and Test Status
...•
...•
4.13.1 Non-conforming Review & Disposition...•
...•
4.18 Training...•
4.17 Internal Audits--This section covers creation of planned, time-phased,
audits of all quality related activities surrounding ISO certification and product quality.
These audits should be scheduled in accordance with the impact of a process or
element to the quality of the product and effectiveness of the quality system. Both the
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audit plan and audits must be documented and records kept for analysis and
immediate corrective action when needed. This element is required for 091 and to a
lessor degree 092 certification only.
4.18 Training--This section requires a firm to identify training needs as they
relate to product quality. The training must insure that processes affecting product
quality are performed by trained and qualified personnel only. Records of the training
and training procedures must be kept. This is mandatory for 091 and, to a lesser
extent for 092 and 093 certification.
4.19 After-sales Servicing--Required for 091 only and then only when contracts
specify servicing requirements, this section stipulates creation of procedures to verify
service meets the contract's specifications.
4.20 Statistical Techniques--This last element suggests the use "where
appropriate" of statistical process controls (SPC). Required for 091, 092 and, to a
lesser level, 093, it suggests the use of statistical methods to verify acceptability of
process capabilities and characteristics. SPC records offer final verification and
control of your processes' repeatability. In most cases this is needed for any
processing type of industry, this methodology is extensively used in petro-chemical,
plastiCS, steel, and such. It would have less importance and appeal in low volume job
shop environments.
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The Twenty Elements as a Whole-- The twenty elements together are deeply
interrelated and satisfaction all of the elements creates a integrated, certifiable, working
quality system. Yet, a quality system that meets all the requirements in the standard
does not guarantee a quality product, but should insure that a product's quality level is
repeatable. It is this repeatability that is the heart and intent of ISO. Each of the three
certification levels are a little more stringent than the last (see table 2): Q93 covers
testing and inspection, Q92 covers production and more deeply than Q93 testing and
inspection, Q91 is most stringent and thoroughly covers product design, production,
and testing and inspection. Together the standards offer businesses an opportunity _
particularly those who choose Q91 certification - to improve product quality and create
a (temporary) competitive advantage.
As more firms become certified, any advantage of being certified will become
diluted as certification becomes the norm. This trend holds true for most quality
measures in the market today. As higher quality products have become the standard,
customers are again beginning to look toward price and delivery to set suppliers apart.
Joseph Carnagio, Director of Quality Assurance for Cinch Corporation believes ISO
certification will follow this same trend from market advantage to mandatory market




Certification requires the creation and/or documentation of procedures to
address each of the 20 areas (091), and on-site audits verifying the execution of these
procedures by an accredited organization. The first step is the decision and
commitment of management to become ISO certified. This is followed by an
informative stage where the certification goal is communicated throughout the
organization. The actual driving force for management can vary from customers
requesting certification of suppliers, to using the certification as a strategic marketing
advantage. Regardless of the reason, ISO certification is nearly impossible without full
commitment from upper management.
Next comes the selection of an independent auditor. Some firms with limited
resources or knowledge, hire a consultant to help with both the informational stage
and the selection of an auditor. This is complicated because international politics
continue to stall the final implementation of a single series by all the countries involved
(see table 1). They cannot agree on a final set of elements needing controls or the
precise level of control needed for each. In the United States, ANSI and ASOC
continue to seek accreditation for the 090-094 series and the RAB. There are
currently about a half-dozen RAB certified auditors out of approximately two dozen
auditors total in the United States and Canada; some have agreements with other
accrediting bodies overseas and some don't. Even within Europe there continues to
be several predominant interpretations of the standards content. Each organization
has its own accrediting body and inspectors which continues to cloud the issue of just
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who should be picked as an auditor and accrediting body for a business. Some
countries with more stringent standard interpretations continue to argue that the
standard is too lax; some even refuse to acknowledge other E.C. members'
accreditation boards and auditors. If a firm markets in Europe and is in doubt, any
accredited auditor from (or associated with) the British Standards Institute (BSi) should
be chosen. Currently BSi has certified many more companies (several thousand in
total) than any other accrediting body in the world. As soon as possible after the
selection of an auditor, the company's quality manual should be sent to the auditor for
review. Any recommendations by the auditor must be addressed as soon as possible
so that the other systems and procedures of the quality system will match the new
requirements arising from the recommendations.
Next comes the actual documentation and/or creation of the needed individual
components of the standard the company seeks. In some companies this is a time of
reviewing and reworking their current quality systems. In these cases, if a good
quality system is in place, ISO certification can be as easy as rewording current
systems to meet ISO standards or writing a reference document that cross-references
the firm's system with the ISO elements.
On the other side of the spectrum are companies who don't have any quality
system. Firms in this group may have several years of work ahead before they can be
ISO certified. In these cases, the company cannot simply interpret the standards, but
must also educate employees about quality, and then create and document a quality
system. With people's natural resistance to change the education stage alone can
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take considerable time. Most companies find that many of the elements are already
addressed and that methodology just needs to be documented. This then leaves a
few new items needing control structures that must be created from scratch.
The standard itself allows for each company to document its own procedures to
meet the requirements of each area. The standard specifies the what to be controlled.
Example:
ANSI/ASOC 091-1987,4.4.6 Design Changes:
The supplier shall establish and maintain procedures for the identification,
documentation, and appropriate review and approval of all changes and modifications.
The International Organization for Standardization designed the ISO 9000 standards to
be customized within each company. The standard outlines what the International
Organization for Standardization considers important to that specific area
(identification, documentation, review, and approval), but the actual procedures and
policies needed to control design changes are left up to the individual firm. It may
mean a relatively simple procedure for a small firm to control design changes by
ledger, while in large multi-national firms, with many inter-related divisions, it may mean
large formal distribution channels and multi-level approval lists.
Problems of Documentation-- The documentation process is often frustrating and
full of politics for most companies. Typically, each section is written by the department
head or manager who is responsible for the procedures covered by that element. For
instance a material manager would write section 4.15 - handle, store, pack, & deliver,
while the engineering manager would write 4.04 - design control. Problems arise due
to the personal opinions of how an element should be addressed and the inter-
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relationships of the elements. Sometimes a firm already has a procedure in place, but
no one follows it. Often, that element's author will use the old documented procedure
as the basis for writing their element instead of documenting how it is currently
accomplished. Because of the inter-dependance of the elements this practice leads to
conflicting accounts of how individual procedures are handled.
A second problem is authors who feel that ISO procedure documentation is a
way to change the current systems. They approach the element writing process as an
opportunity to implement new procedures and a way to solve current problems at
work. This is definitely the wrong approach to take. It is difficult to have everyone
agree upon and document the actual current procedures in effect without additional
changes. If changed or new procedures are allowed to be written, it will typically only
add to the frustrations of other employees. Even without changing procedures, the
discrepancies between involved individuals as to how issues are currently addressed
will freguently lead to major disagreements. Often, the ISO coordinator must hold a
meeting between all of the involved individuals and force an accepted resolution to the
dispute. The bottom line is say what you do, and do what you say (6): don't add to
the complexity by using ISO as a change agent.
The last of the documentation process stumbling blocks is that to satisfy some
elements, completely new procedures will need to be written. Here again, everyone
affected by the new procedure has an opinion of how to approach or control the
element. Usually, the manager with the final authority over that element has to review
and select a specific approach which other employees just have to accept it.
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Overall, the actual documentation process is arduous at best. It is time
consuming, usually lasting several months, and employees' ISO duties are usually
added to their current work load. Managers who have responsibilities overseeing an
ISO implementation must keep close watch over the process to keep it on schedule.
Developing synergies for an ISO certification plan--The ISO certification process
can be difficult to kick-off and get moving when a firm is not intimately familiar with the
standards. The documentation process can seem to be quite a barrier when looking
at future certification, but there are several ways to develop synergies within ISO.
First, network with customers, vendors, and other contacts. Most other businesses a
firm deals with who have an ISO program would be happy to advise companies
seeking information. Other good sources of ideas and information include local
business, industry, and professional associations. Many of these have been offering
speakers discussing ISO and ISO related issues at reasonable prices. A typical ISO
dinner meeting at a local chapter may cost $15 to $30 dollars per attendee. Often, the
speakers at these local meetings are managers who have successfully implemented
ISO certification. The real world intimate knowledge of ISO issues makes these
meetings some of the most cost effective help a firm can get.
A second source for help is consulting services which have proliferated in the
past year and half. These services range from ISO on a diskette packages - a quality
manual with all element text and forms included as a software package - to
consultant; auditor services who send in people to help a firm with all phases of ISO
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implementation. Consultants specializing in ISO standards and implementation can
charge from $300-$500 per employee for one-day seminars up to $1500-$2500 a day
for on-sight consulting help. Still others offer package deals with, pre-ISO training,
consulting services during development, pre-audits, and a few consulting firms will
even arrange the certification audit. As stated before, the choice of a consultant or
auditor must be well thought out and deliberate, because of the differences in skill
level, industry knowledge, and reciprocal agreements some auditors have developed
(or haven't developed).
ISO on a diskette packages can be purchased for under $250 and up to several
thousand dollars. Like ISO consultants, these packages have become far more
widespread in the last year and a half. Advertisements can now be found for them in
many industrial journals, quality publications, and even the Wall Street Journal. These
packages usually contain a "complete" ISO quality system utilizing generic text which
may work for some (very few) firms. Usually, these packages won't correspond
closely enough to specific firm requirements to enable a successful audit. At the high
end of these packages are consultants who can be hired to come in and customize
their package to meet a firm's specific needs.
Large firms with multiple facilities must find better ways to develop
implementation synergies than small firms. It would become far too expensive for
every facility to go through the same information gathering and/or consulting services
in order to have multiple facilities certified. Much better, is a staggered approach to
facility-by-facility ISO development and implementation. Let one facility begin the ISO
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development process, while the firm as a whole goes through the informational stage.
From this beginning, another facility can begin ISO development every few weeks, until
all facilities are certified. This pattern allows the previous facility's knowledge and
documentation to transfer over to latter facilities. Sometimes, it is possible for one
facility to complete certification and subsequently pass a complete set of certified
procedures to another facility in the same firm. Because procedures are often very
similar from facility to facility in large corporations, this staggered approach can greatly
reduce overall ISO development time.
Today in the U.S., these large corporations are asking suppliers to become ISO
certified. Smaller supplier firms should see this as an open door to ask for
information. Like the local business association dinner meetings this avenue, when
presented and pursued, provides a firm with the best return on its investments in time
and money towards ISO certification.
THE CERTIFICATION AUDITS
Once a firm feels it is ready for the certification audit, it should conduct an
internal trial audit. This may be done by a company's own trained individuals or by
consultants. If consultants are used, it is again important to know their skill level and
knowledge of the firm's final certification auditor. It is at this stage that all the
individual elements are benchmarked with each individual element of the 091 to 093
standard. In mock audit situations, "auditors" ask the same type of questions and ask
to see the same documents as an actual auditor would. This process tests the
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performance of the systems involved and turns up the weak and/or conflicting areas
that must be addressed before the actual audit.
Only after this final corrective step should a firm have the certification audit. In
a medium-sized facility, this process involves a small team of auditors and several
days. They will ask employees at every level what they do in certain situations and
review actual documents to see if a company is really doing what it says it is doing. If
a company works diligently toward certification, few if any changes should be
necessary between the trial audit and the certification audit.
In smaller companies that succeed in first pass certification, costs can be as
low as $10,000 to $15,000. Yet, costs can be much higher: "One official of a large
international corporation that had 20 of its plants registered, estimated (total) per-plant
costs of $200,00 to $300,000." (10, p.37) The actual audit costs typically range from
$30,000 to $70,000 for a medium-sized plant, depending on technical complexity and
return visits.
Once certified, a firm can use the accrediting body's certification symbol for
contractual and marketing purposes. This certification symbol may not, however,
appear on any of the firm's products. Every year the company must have a review of
their certification by the same accredited registrar, and every three years another
major audit must be conducted to extend certification.
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ISO COMPARISONS
ISO & TQM--ISO 9000 series is a deep, vertical quality system. That is, it
creates a system that tracks and controls a consistent set of factors involved in quality
and service to a customer. It does not, however, have the breadth of a "Total Quality
System," in which continuous improvement is mandated company wide. Most TQM
systems offer far greater breadth spanning all areas and functions of a firm with
continuous improvement as the basis. When compared with the quality systems of
"such companies as Motorola, Chevron, Xerox, IBM, And Ford, ISO 9000 standards
fall roughly in the lower middle range of the TQM spectrum ..." (16, p.4). On the other
hand, ISO certification does not require the corporate change involved in a TQM
system, or the Zen-like philosophy involved in Japanese JIT systems. For many
companies in the U.S., the ISO approach is more appealing.
ISO & Malcolm Baldrige Award--When comparing the Malcolm Baldrige Award
with ISO 9000, there is a large difference in the scope of each, while their audits and
criteria are very similar. ISO is far narrower in scope. Most of the ISO requirements
are addressed in section 5 of the Baldrige award criteria. Yet, the segmenting
elements and definitions in each section are similar. Baldrige rates both depth and
deployment of the company's quality system; while ISO seeks to verify the execution
of a narrow definition of quality systems. In both cases, an external auditor comes in
and inspects and quantifies the company's quality system.
With ISO there is no guarantee that a company with certification will or can
produce a quality product. It does guarantee however, that the company knows what
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the relative quality level of their product is, and that they can answer the fundamental
questions affecting the quality of its product. This is not to say that ISO certification
doesn't usually provide for continuous improvement, because once a company's
systems are good enough to become certified, this is usually the outcome. But, unlike
the Baldrige which includes analysis of customer requirements as a category in
achieving the award, ISO limits itself to contractual requirements and is essentially
internally oriented system.
ISO CONCLUSIONS
ISO's Impact on Operations--ISO 9000 will heavily influence the way American
businesses operate. By the mid-90's the shop floor controls at many facilities will have
been aligned with ISO requirements. All certified firms will have standardized work
instructions, testing methods, training, and design procedures. A firm will demonstrate
through formalized and documented methods that its choice of controls are in-place
and executed per the quality plan.
Like shop floor controls, material control will also become standardized.
Methods of material control and inspection - from incoming parts and materials to the
finished product - will center around ensuring that defective or non-conforming items
are identified and do not continue into or through production. Each supplier will need
to be evaluated, and documents kept on its performance. Because much of the
emphasis of ISO certification relates to shop floor and materials issues most
operations personnel's work life will be strongly influenced by ISO requirements.
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The ISO influence will require that most operations activities will be done per
established procedures. This leads to the final impact on operations: if the procedures
are cumbersome and layered too deeply, the system won't be maintainable. If the
system is too slow to react or difficult to follow, employees will find ways and reasons
to work around ISO requirements. This behavior will ultimately lead to failure of the
entire quality system and loss of the firm's ISO certification. Intuitive and flexible ISO
policies and procedures lead to easier certification and an effective system.
ISO will continue to gain popularity within the international business community.
As it does it will probably reach final acceptance as a universal quality standard. Once
this happens, all corporations that are certified by acceptable accrediting bodies will
certainly have a strategic competitive advantage over non-certified firms. Yet, even as
U.S. firms are beginning to realize this, most U.S. firms don't know anything about the
ISO Series; 48% of all companies in a recent study hadn't ever heard of ISO 9000
(16). For the United States to be competitive in the "New World Order" we will
undoubtably need to demonstrate our commitment to quality through wide spread
American ISO certification. This commitment is mandatory if America is to regain its
world leadership in manufacturing excellence.
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